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Abstract--- Security policies are required that protect 

information from illegal access, and also respect challenges users 

face in creating, and particularly managing, increasing numbers 

of passwords. With the increase in dependence of people on 

internet services for their day to day activities the number of 

passwords in use is more, the relationship between the passwords 

and the services is more complex. Each of the users follows their 

own strategy to remember and manage. Clearly, managing 

multiple passwords requires effort for creation, encoding, retrieval 

and execution. Most of us rely on the memory or reuse of 

passwords for easy management. The intricate characteristics of 

secure passwords, however, posit an unfortunate problem for 

password users. That is, whereas such passwords are difficult to be 

guessed by intruders, they are in general considerably difficult to 

be remembered by authorized users. This paper proposes a highly 

secure scheme that facilitates complex password management at 

ease without lack of user-friendliness.  

Keywords--- Encryption, Finger print, Biometric, 

Authentication, Single factor, Multi factor 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With Internet becoming an essential tool for 

communication, commerce and financial services, Internet 

services have experienced tremendous growth. These 

services are made accessible to users regardless of their 

location. An inhibiting factor for the growth of these apps is 

only fear of fraud and data theft. The issues related to 

electronic security are of high importance to users, business 

and government. Most of the security policies and corporate 

initiatives design’s by researches ignore user friendliness. 

This may in-turn limit user registration for new services apps 

and technologies. Addressing user friendliness is equally 

important for increasing the number of Internet app users. 

Today there is a high dependency of people on Internet 

dependent apps to carry out their day to day activities like: 

performing online app transactions for managing money 

transfers, communicating in social media to share personal 

interests and enrich knowledge from news services, perform 

online shopping etc. Undoubtedly youngsters are more 

attracted to gaming websites, socially connecting using 

media like Facebook, Snapchat etc.  
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The rapid growth of smart phones has paved way for go 

anywhere, application support to avoid variety of social, 

financial and enterprise services, for any user with a cellular 

phone. Threat could be in the form of a malware, device theft, 

eves-dropping, etc. Statistics show that smart phones and 

mobile devices are exposed to higher number of threats for 

reasons like they contain huge amount of personal 

information stored in them. Android is an Operating System 

designed for smart phone to provide a sandbox execution 

environment. Mobile security is an area dealing with securing 

portable devices like smart phones tablets, etc. 

The new venture dominating in the business world 

BYOD(Bring Your Own Device) is considered as one of the 

major challenges, as one is forced to connect to an open 

network which is more vulnerable to attack the users to work 

with different apps using the same mobile device, expected to 

manage multiple user accounts such as having each 

associated with different usernames and passwords. One has 

to notice that the use of same usernames and passwords is 

quite dangerous as the password breach can be used to attack 

multiple accounts of the same user. Although the literature 

specifies several authentication mechanisms that enable users 

to prove their identity to use online services like using 

passwords, possession of smart cards, mobiles using facial, 

fingerprint etc., to the best of our knowledge an app 

facilitating remembrance of these authentication tokens is 

lacking. This paper aims to provide a secure scheme that 

enables the users to manage multiple secrets used for 

accessing different applications using smart phones. The 

experimentation results clearly broughtout the strength of the 

scheme in terms of theft attack, eavesdropping attack clearly 

reveal the capability of the scheme to mitigate them while 

still providing a user-friendly way to manage secrets. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Most of the Internet-based services requires users to 

authenticate. Authentication could be done using tokens that 

are known to the user, possessed by the user or inherent in 

users. The existence of vulnerabilities in the network has 

increased the number of cyber criminals.Most of the apps 

today demand authentication based on multiple factors rather 

than single factors.  
Passwords have been or still being accepted as a factor in 

multifactor authentication schemes the security offered by 

passwords mainly rely on strength of the passwords.  

Weak passwords are generally prone to attacks whereas  
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strong passwords are less prone to attacks  

 

[1]. It is equally important for one to understand that any 

password weak or strong could be breached with brute force 

attack. Today we have systems capable of generating strong 

passwords but the randomness introduce in the string makes 

it highly difficult for user to remember the password [2].The 

stringent rules insisted like include more digits, symbols, 

upper case letters also make password management difficult 

even for the legitimate user. Reports reveal that even these 

less memorable passwords were cracked at a lower rate [3]. 

This demands for a factor that is inherent and need not be 

remembered to be included as a part of the secret. Fingerprint 

based authentication has gained popularity because of their 

simplicity in usage when integrated with password based on 

authentication mechanisms. 

A. Fingerprint based authentication 

Authentication is a fundamental building block for security 

over the Internet. A user who successfully authenticates 

himself/herself gains access to remote services. The service 

provider makes the services available only if the 

authentication is success. There are many authentication 

schemes in literature like certificate, onetime password, 

personal password (main password), card-based 

authentication schemes, etc. The problem with these schemes 

is that something needs to be remembered or carried, to 

overcome this problem authentication using inherent 

characteristics in users were introduced (examples include 

facial, iris, finger print detection, etc.).With the mobile 

devices, laptops, tablets, being built with finger print 

scanners, authentication using finger prints is accepted now 

as simpler and strong scheme for enhancing the security [4]. 

B. Multi-factor security 

Generally multifactor security scheme [5][6] is expected in 

scenario where safety requirements are higher than usual. 

The scheme generally involves with users first registering 

their authentication tokens (registration phase). At times 

when access is required the account user has to provide his / 

her security token values and the same is sent to service 

provider (Login phase). The service provider then verifies the 

tokens and if found OK, enables the customer to avail the 

service. Unsuccessful verification leads on rejection of uses. 

Multiple unsuccessful attempts may lead to locking of 

account. The common security tokens that are used to 

include: 

Password protection 

Password protection is a security process that protects 

information accessible via computers that needs to be 

protected from certain users. Password protection allows 

only those with an authorized password to gain access to 

certain information. 

Voice Protection 

To preserve privacy, authentication systems that can 

identify one without actually hearing one’s voice or even 

keeping an encrypted record of one’s voice[7]. 

Facial recognition 

A facial recognition system is a technology capable of 

identifying or verifying a person from a digital image or a 

video frame from a video source [8]. It is typically used as 

access control in security systems and can be compared to 

other biometrics such as fingerprint or eye irisrecognition 

systems. 

Iris recognition 

Iris recognition is an automated method of biometric 

identification that uses mathematical pattern-recognition 

techniques on video images of one or both of the irises of an 

individual's eyes, whose complex patterns are unique, stable, 

and can be seen from some distance. 

Hand geometry 

Hand geometry is a biometric that identifies users by the 

shape of their hands. Hand geometry is very reliable when 

combined with other forms of identification, such as 

identification cards or personal identification numbers. 

Finger Vein recognition 

Finger vein recognition is a method of biometric 

authentication that uses pattern-recognition techniques based 

on images of human finger vein patterns beneath the skin's 

surface. Finger vein recognition is one of many forms of 

biometrics used to identify individuals and verify their 

identity. Any of the above schemes can be combined to create 

multifactor authentication themes. The need of the hour is a 

scheme that is more secure but at the same time imposes a 

very little strain on legitimate users. This is particular 

important with a single individual being forced to work with 

multiple applications for their day to day activities.  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The Fig. 1(a),1(b) show the authentication scheme based 

on single factor. More over the scheme also suffers 

vulnerability as users tend to choose the weak password that 

could be easily remembered. The proposed scheme allows 

the user to choose a password containing a random string of 

any length including numbers, alphabets and special 

characters. The system provides a secure storage database 

that facilitates remembrance of passwords. Care is taken to 

ensure that passwords are stored only as encrypted values in 

the database. Furthermore the encryption is based on the 

finger print that is registered in the user mobile (meaning that 

the user need not perform additional steps to remember this 

encryption key). Assuming a case that an attacker has ceased 

the mobile to hack all credential in the database, a thorough 

experimentation was done. In all the cases the attempt of the 

attacker was failed proving the capability of the system to 

with-stand brute force attack, insider attack, man in the 

middle attack [9] and replay attack [10].  

The working of scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2(a),2(b). In 

the initializing phase the system records the fingerprint of the 

owner of the mobile. In addition to which he/she uses the 

signup page associated with apps to create his/her login 

information. The password that is entered in the signup page 

is concatenated with the registered fingerprint and 

communicated to the application server as the final credential 

of user. During login and authentication phase when the user 

requires access to the service from the app they need to 

perform an interactive authentication procedure which 
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 enables then to obtain the password of the app from the 

database at ease.  

Initially the system displays only the encrypted version of 

the password to prevent the exposure of password from the 

eyes of the hacker. The user is then prompted to provide the 

second factor of authentication that is the fingerprint. On 

provision of the correct registered fingerprint the system 

displays the password in plain text which could be copied and 

pasted in login page of application. As the password is 

claimed to have longer strings ranging a length of 128 to 256 

characters. Any eavesdropper who performs shoulder surfing 

attack [11] will be unable to memorize the string. The 

database also includes search facility that helps locating 

password at ease. 

The advantage of the scheme is that the scheme has been tried 

and found to be working fine on a mobile environment that is 

associated with resource constraints. 

 

 
 Fig. 1(a): Accessing the account via single factor authentication by a legitimate user 

 
Fig. 1(b): Accessing the account via single factor authentication by a non-legitimate user  

 
Fig. 2(a): Accessing the account via multi factor authentication by legitimate user. (Proposed Scheme) 
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Fig. 2(b): Accessing the account via multi factor authentication by non-legitimate user (Proposed Scheme) 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this section we discuss the performance of proposed 

scheme in terms of security property and computation 

efficiency. The screen shots of the implementation and 

results contained are included in Fig (3-10).The security 

analysis indicates that proposed scheme can be free from 

well-known attacks on password based authentication. To 

improve the usability of password and facilitate user to work 

with strong passwords the paper proposes a design of an 

authentication scheme that is user friendly based on multiple 

factors and allows access to any service at ease for legitimate 

users and also ensures that the credentials are not exposed to 

the evil eyes of the attackers. The scheme is not based on 

computation intensive schemes like RSA [12], ECC [13][14], 

etc. It is more suitable for accessing apps using smart devices. 

 
Fig. 3: Finger-print registration 

 
Fig. 4: User accessing his/her account 

 
Fig.5: User searching for credentials 
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Fig. 6: Verification to decode the password 

 
Fig. 7: Decoded version of the credentials        

 
Fig.8: Copying the credentials 

 
Fig. 9: Copied credentials used to login    

 
 

Fig. 10: Successful login 

The screenshots of the code snippet for the checking the 

finger print of the user which on succesfull verification lead 

to accessing and manupulating the data is given in Fig. 11(a) 

and 11(b) 
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Fig. 11(a) 

 
Fig. 11(b) 

V. CONCLUSION 

The rapid development in information and network 

technology has driven exponential growth in the number of 

services offered through mobile and Internet platforms. To 

ensure that these services can be accessed conveniently by 

authorized users, many single factor and multi factor schemes 

have been proposed. But one has to understand however 

complex the scheme may be the choice of the secret is more 

important for assuring security.In this paper a user-friendly 

authentication scheme that facilitates user to choose complex 

passwords while still assisting them in accessing a wide 

variety of Internet services using the passwords that are 

normally unrememberable has been proposed.The 

performance clearly reveals the fact that the proposed scheme 

is advantageous in terms of security and efficiency and is 

more desirable for practical applications. The authentication 

procedure doesn’t need any additional hardware to enhance 

security. Also the computation cost and authentication 

procedure is kept as simple as possible. In short, the proposed 

scheme surpasses other schemes in literature in terms of 

providing stronger security guarantee and password 

management without compromise in user friendliness.  
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